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Against Food  

 In the world’s most spectacular restaurant, where cuisine admittedly takes a backseat to other 
virtues, as in our own top-floor grills and lounges content to dazzle with cityscape silenced and serene 
behind glass while we rotate once in the hour or nose up to the rail to take photos, but now pulling up 
foundation and dashing across town, over the Hudson, over Jersey mansions and swimming pools like 
the setting and stone of great aquamarine broaches unsuspected from the passing highway, which 
from here is all flowing order and arcing ingenuity, over lakes we can’t name, and here in the middle of 
a wilderness a single mysterious structure it’s a pity the waiter isn’t around to explain, and up to great 
grey udders, straight into the plumpest of them, through sudden blue baths and lace ballrooms and 
higher to what you notice only now the day had so lacked, the sun!, and here the sunlit turrets of 
another city, white spires and spotless refineries, filigreed and fleeting, unguessed at by diners in less 
scenic rooms, however highly regarded, the fantastical up-pluming townships sailing alongside, 
deepening, yellowing and melting in sunset, your bread-and-butter course, until the Earth’s curve 
ignites incarnadine, shading away above to white and in the scrubbed high cobalt the first stars, one 
may excuse a lackluster presentation of the grilled chicken, a limpness of penne, pretzels tossed at you 
still in the wrapper, a solitary puny wafer of bread with butter icy, unspreadable. 
 I’m pleased to report, however, that in this restaurant, which the savvy gourmand will have 
recognized as UA-3008 EWR-LAX, all but three of the hundred and fifty diners (two aside from myself, 
although one may have been sleeping) stalwartly ate their portion with the civility to ignore the garish 
setting, the sunset rivers like ore, their own homes as seen by departed heaven-bound souls, the side-
lit evanescent migrations and rushing ground unavailable even to those surmounting Everest, and that 
a majority of these laudable customers went so far in their delicacy as to dine—and in fact spend nearly 
the full tenure in this most gorgeous of awful restaurants—with their window shade down. It struck me 
that despite this single-minded devotion to excavating what gustatory pleasures may be squeezed 
from such unpromising territory, there was something possibly over strict in the diners’ aesthetic 
convictions, and I looked to the children, in case, in their simplicity, they might subordinate even 
pretzels to what they could have glimpsed only a handful of times in life. But I can report, perhaps with 
some further pride in my species, that our well-behaved children confined themselves as they ate, 
some of them albeit smuggled-in snacks, to what was immediately before them, minor gadgetry, etc.  
 Well, we are adventurers foremost of the palate. The inexpressible complexity of a good wine, 
the slow-rolling subtlety of a single-malt, the whole hidden world of a properly harvested, roasted and 
brewed coffee or tea, all that we most acutely and even academically delight in, it is merely by 
coincidence that these are the things that also alter our mood by pure chemical bludgeoning. If we 
don’t feel the same way toward the epoch-evolved turnip, the creation of which arguably dwarfs all 
human culinary art to invisibility, much less the clouds, we can say that it is our preference for that 
which we create ourselves. For we are, even more than aesthetes, artisans.  


